Abstract-This paper describes a method for analyzing the field penetrating through planes in package power distribution networks. This field can cause excessive noise in the system at resonant frequencies of the package. The effect has been quantified both in the time and frequency domain and compared with measurements. General guidelines have been suggested to suppress this noise by varying the material and physical parameters of the planes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE clock frequency of high performance microprocessors and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) increase into the gigahertz region with high demand for power, the power distribution network can play a critical role in the design of the system. The power distribution network includes the chip, package and board where each level in the system hierarchy contributes to parts of the system response. A commonly used power distribution network in high performance packages are multilayered power/ground planes, such as in printed wiring boards, multichip modules and single-chip modules. A major concern in the design of such modules is power supply noise which appears as a voltage fluctuation on the power distribution network when groups of circuits switch simultaneously. The current transients caused by the switching circuits excite cavity modes in the power distribution network causing power supply noise, a detailed discussion of which is available in [1] .
It is clear from [1] that modeling power planes using equivalent lumped inductors, or inductive networks can give erroneous results for computing power supply noise, since the model may only account for the effect of slower current transients. However, for fast current transients, the power distribution network should be treated as a dynamic electromagnetic system in which waves can propagate between the power/ground planes. Various methods have been adopted to model the power/ground pairs by researchers in the packaging community, such as the finite difference time domain (FDTD) [5] , two dimensional discrete transmission line model [6] and partial-element equivalent circuit (PEEC) [7] . Cavity mode solution for modeling the power/ground pair as a planar microwave circuit has also been studied in [1] , [8] , [9] . This method is based on a modal solution where the cavity formed by the power and ground planes is analyzed using a double infinite series consisting of cavity modes. Details on truncating the series that retains the passivity of the circuit are discussed in [1] . In [1] , the equivalent circuit consisting of resonator sub-circuits is achieved by linearizing the solution to obtain frequency-independent inductor, capacitor and resistor elements. Various parameters in the model have been optimized in [8] , [9] to analyze the frequency response of the plane pair to minimize impedance [10] . In all the methods that have been applied to analyze multilayered power distribution networks containing planes, the planepairs have always been assumed to be isolated from each other [1] , [5] - [7] . For example, in [1] the effect of conductor loss is included in the solution by changing the wave number to a complex number. For a single plane pair, the skin effect is then assumed to be dominant and the solution is extended to multilayered structures by assuming zero coupling between the plane layers. However, in the steady state, when the planes resonate, substantial coupling between the plane layers can occur through the magnetic fields penetrating the solid conductor where the level of penetration depends on the conductor thickness and conductivity of the planes. With the increase in clock frequency for present and future microprocessors, the package resonance frequency can overlap with the clock frequency causing coupling between the layers. This effect is a steady state effect which can cause a problem when the microprocessor performs an operation continuously over many clock cycles. The modeling and analysis of the field penetrating through power/ground planes is the subject of this paper. A modeling method has been discussed in this paper which is an extension to [1] and [11] where a perturbational solution has been used to capture the field penetration effect. The results have been compared with measurements and used to analyze its effect on a switching microprocessor.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section II, the modeling of voltage coupling between neighboring plane pairs is described and the method is extended to multiple layers. In Section III, the modeling method has been applied to a test structure and compared with measurements. In Section IV, the effect of field penetration for a switching microprocessor has been discussed using frequency and time domain simulation. In Section V, two important parameters, namely, the metal thickness and metal conductivity of the planes are optimized to sup- press the field penetration effect. Finally, Section VI describes the conclusion.
II. MODELING OF FIELD PENETRATION THROUGH PLANES
In [1] and [8] , two planes of dimension " " separated by a distance as shown in Fig. 1 , have been analyzed as a cavity resonator. In Fig. 1 the parameter is the thickness of the dielectric. The figure also shows two ports, namely, port " ," and port " ." Each port consists of two regions, one on the top plane and the other on the bottom plane. Each region represents a surface, with the two surfaces separated by the dielectric thickness . The area of these surfaces at the port location is small and can be viewed as pad location where measurement can be made. Using the cavity modes, the impedance between ports " " and " " can be represented in the form (1) where In (1), and are the coordinates of the port locations, and are dimensions of the ports, with which accounts for the conductor and dielectric losses, where are propagating modes in the cavity, are the permeability and permittivity of the medium, respectivly, is the loss tangent of the dielectric material, is equal to in which is the conductivity of the metallization, is the angular frequency and is the impedance between the th and th ports. The above equation has been derived directly by solving Maxwell's equations and assuming magnetic wall at the edges. This analytical solution captures the propagation and reflection of radial waves between the power planes [1] . Efficient methods for reducing the model complexity and for stacking planes have also been described in [1] , [2] . In [3] , this method has been applied to develop SPICE models for simulating the noise generated by output drivers switching simultaneously.
The modeling methods in [1] - [3] are based on the assumption that skin effect is dominant and hence the field cannot penetrate the solid planes. The plane pairs are therefore assumed to be completely isolated from each other since the skin depth is a small fraction of the metal thickness at high frequencies as shown in Fig. 2 . Though this assumption is valid for thick planes with high conductivity metallization, thin planes with low conductivity metallization are sometimes used to supply power to the chip. When this happens, magnetic fields can penetrate through solid conductors. Since a plane pair acts as a cavity resonator with high quality factor (low loss), a small amount of energy leaking into the cavity can take a long time to decay. Hence, over time, a switching microprocessor can couple a significant amount of energy into the layers above. The maximum coupling of energy occurs at resonance, as will be shown later in the paper.
In this section, (1) is modified to enable the magnetic field to penetrate the solid conductor. The solution procedure starts with the computation of the electrical field in cavity I composed of plane V1 and GND1, as shown in Fig. 2 . The electric field can be described in cavity I as [4] (2a)
where only a vertical -directional electric field is assumed to exist in the cavity due to the small dielectric thickness " ." In (2), a vertical delta current source is assumed to excite the cavity to mimic a switching circuit. By evaluating the curl of the electric field in (2), the magnetic field in cavity I can be expressed as (3a) (3b)
In (3), the magnetic fields are along the transverse direction. Assuming initially that the ground plane GND1 is a perfect conductor, the current density at the bottom of plane GND1 can be computed as
where the currents in (4) are obtained from (3) through the boundary condition with being the unit outward vector normal to the surface of plane GND1. Since the magnetic fields are in the transverse direction, the induced currents at the bottom of plane GND1 flow in the transverse direction. The current computed in (4) is a surface current which cannot penetrate the conductor, since the conductor is assumed to be perfect with infinite conductivity.
If the center conductor plane GND1 in Fig. 3 is assumed to have a finite conductivity, the current through the cross section of the conductor has the form (5) where is the distribution of the current across the cross section of the nonideal conductor and the parameter is related to the metal conductivity and frequency through (6) where is the metal conductivity and is the angular frequency. In (5), the unknown constant can be computed by assuming that the total current in the nonideal conductor GND1 is equal to that in the perfect conductor. This assumption which is a perturbational solution can be represented in the form (7) where is the thickness of the plane GND1. By combining (5) and (7), the constant can be computed as
Hence, for a thickness " ," the current density at the top of plane GND1 can be obtained by combining (5) and (8) as (9) The current designated by (9) flowing at the top of the plane GND1 acts as the source of coupled noise in the quiet cavity II composed of planes V2 and GND1 in Fig. 3 . Since the current and electric field in a conductor are related by (10) the electric field at the top of plane GND1 can be computed as (11) where the constant . In (11) , since the current is in the transverse direction on the plane, the electric field is along the transverse direction. Using the boundary condition that the tangential electric field is continuous at an interface, the electric field computed in (11) is the field at the bottom surface of cavity II.
Since the field distribution in cavity II is not known, the variation of the electric field in cavity II can be described as (12) where is an arbitrary function with a maximum of "1" at the bottom surface of cavity II and a minimum of "0" at the top surface of cavity II. This is based on the assumption that the electric field decays to zero at the top of cavity II. This can be extended to " " cavities in a multilayered structure where the function is assumed to be zero at the top surface of the th cavity, which is equivalent to the electric field decaying to zero at the top of the th cavity. It is important to note that (12) is a perturbational solution to the electric fields which is a good approximation, as will be justified later through measurement.
Since the fields in cavity II have to satisfy the wave equation, substitution of (12) into the wave equation leads to For two plane pairs, as shown in Fig. 3 , the solution of (13) is (14) Applying the divergence condition in the source free cavity II region to calculate the vertical and transverse components of the electric field and integrating over the thickness of the cavity, the voltage in cavity II, , can be derived as (15) which leads to the transfer impedance between port " " in cavity I and port " " in cavity II as
In (16), is the coordinate of the excitation port in cavity I. Similarly, is the coordinate of the coupled port in cavity II. The parameter is a function of the metal thickness " " and conductivity " " of plane GND1 given by . In (16) is a frequency-dependent factor that determines the poles of the system. The primary difference between (1) and (16) is that the latter equation contains second order poles which give rise to sharper peaks in the response at the resonant frequencies of the structure.
Through a similar procedure, the method can be extended to multiple plane pairs containing more than two cavities. As an example, consider a three plane pair structure consisting of a homogeneous dielectric as shown in Fig. 4 . The three cavities in the multilayered structure are formed by planes V1, GND1, V2, and GND2 in Fig. 4 . Assuming a current excitation in cavity I, the transfer impedance between the excitation port ' ' in cavity I and the measured port ' ' in cavity III can be computed as (17) Details on the derivation of (17) have not been discussed in this paper since the coupled voltage beyond the second cavity is typically small due to the factor . Therefore, the leakage of energy beyond one plane pair can be ignored in most realistic structures.
III. MODEL TO MEASUREMENT CORRELATION
The model for the impedance derived in (16) was compared with measurement on a ceramic test vehicle. The test vehicle consisted of three planes as shown in Fig. 5(a) . with lateral dimensions of mm and mm. Tungsten met- , which denotes the transmission and coupling of energy between the ports, was measured using an HP8510B vector network analyzer. The correlation between the model and measurement is shown in Fig. 5(b) which shows good agreement. As can be seen, substantial coupling ( to dB) occurs at the resonant frequency of the structure with the first two resonant peaks coupling the maximum voltage. As expected, the amplitude of the coupled energy between the plane pairs decreases as frequency increases, which can be attributed to skin effect that reduces the amplitude of the current penetrating the conductor.
The effect of resonance on the distribution of current in the center conductor in Fig. 5 can be illustrated by plotting (5) as a function of the metal thickness across the center of the conducting surface at two frequencies, namely a frequency far from resonance and a frequency at resonance. This is shown in Fig. 6 at GHz (far from resonance) and GHz (resonance frequency). In Fig. 6(a) , the current density across the cross section of the center conductor is minimum. However, in Fig. 6(b) substantial current density exists across the cross section of the conductor. In addition, the current density shows a standing wave pattern with maximum penetration at specific points along the surface of the center conductor.
IV. SIMULATION OF A MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATION
In this section, the effect of coupling between plane pairs for a gigahertz microprocessor application is discussed.
Consider the test case of a ceramic single chip module shown in Fig. 7(a) . The chip measures cm cm and is mounted on a ceramic package of size cm cm. Three planes are used to supply power to the chip which is similar in cross section to Fig. 5(a) where the top plane is the voltage plane for the core and the bottom plane is the voltage plane for the input/output (I/O). The center plane serves as the common ground for the voltage plane and . The separation between the planes is m and the plane thickness m. Tungsten was used as the metallization with conductivity (s/m). The space between the planes was filled with a dielectric with permittivity . Consider groups of circuits within the microprocessor core switching simultaneously. They are powered by the top two planes in the package. These circuits are represented as " " in Fig. 7(a) where each group of circuits is a 10 A current source, for a total of 50 A for the microprocessor. A field point is also shown in Fig. 7(a) between the center and bottom plane at which the coupled noise is measured. The coupling between the five sources and the field point is shown in Fig. 7(b) , which was computed using (16). In Fig. 7(b) , superposition has been used whereby the individual response from the five sources have been computed and added together. As can be seen in Fig. 7(b) , maximum coupling occurs at 2 GHz.
Consider next a switching frequency of 2 GHz for the microprocessor core which translates to a period of 0.5 ns with rise time and fall time of 62.5 ps as shown in Fig. 8(a) . When the microprocessor core switches for two cycles, it couples energy into the I/O power supply as shown in Fig. 8(b) . This was computed using the frequency response in Fig. 7(b) with the source current defined in Fig. 8(a) . From Fig. 8(a) , the maximum coupled noise for two switching cycles is mv. However, when the core switches for 30 cycles, more coupled noise can be generated in the system. The coupled energy in Fig. 9(b) gradually increases during the initial 5 ns, reaches a steady state and gradually decreases after the core stops switching. It is interesting to note that the I/O power supply bounces mV in the steady state which is large and therefore cannot be ignored. Moreover, the coupled energy lasts for 5 ns even after the core has stopped switching due to the high quality factor of the cavity. Both these effects can deteriorate the functioning of future microprocessors operating at gigahertz frequencies. In addition, the interconnect I/Os in the package operating at high frequencies can also cause coupling between plane layers.
It is important to note that the penetration of the magnetic field induces varying magnitudes of coupled voltage at different positions of the field point. The coupled voltage exhibits a standing wave pattern across the plane surface consisting of peaks and nulls. The peak locations lead to the maximum coupling of energy resulting in large voltage fluctuations. 
V. SUPPRESSION OF COUPLED NOISE
The coupled noise between plane pairs discussed in this paper is undesired and needs to be suppressed.
In [1] and [9] , optimization methods have been proposed to minimize the impedance between ports by varying the position of the excitation and coupled ports. Since (1) and (16) contain similar cosine factors that capture the position of the ports, these optimization methods can be applied to minimize the coupling between power planes.
An alternate method for minimizing coupling is by varying the metal conductivity " " and metal thickness " " which occur in (16). To show the effect of conductivity on coupling, the structure in Fig. 7 was simulated with two different metallizations, tungsten ( s/m) and copper ( s/m). It can be observed from the comparison in Fig. 10 that the plane with copper metallization has much smaller transimpedance as compared to the plane with tungsten metallization. Since the conductivity is at the denominator of (16), the scaling factor would be smaller for higher conductivity metal. Since copper has higher conductivity, the attenuation constant (real part of ) is larger which results in a smaller depth of penetration of the magnetic field and current in the center plane.
Another important parameter in the scaling factor in (16) is the thickness of the metal plane " ." To demonstrate its effect, the structure in Fig. 7 was simulated with varying thickness by assuming tungsten as the metallization. The results are shown in Fig. 11 where a larger metal thickness results in better isolation between plane pairs.
The coupled noise can also be suppressed by reducing the quality factor of the cavity. This can be achieved by reducing the dielectric thickness between the planes or by increasing the loss tangent of the dielectric material.
An alternate method which is not related to the impedance in (16) is to use decoupling capacitors to reduce the impedance of the planes, which has not been discussed in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses a method for modeling the effect of field penetration through planes in package power distribution networks. The correlation between measurement and computation demonstrates the validity of the approach. The effects of penetrating fields have been computed both in the frequency and time domain, for a microprocessor that switches continuously over many cycles. Based on the analysis, large coupled noise was generated in the system due to the coupling between the plane layers, in the steady state. Methods to reduce this noise were suggested by using thick planes with high conductivity metal. Since the modeling method is an extension of the cavity resonator method for a single plane pair, the solution retains its analytical representation. Hence, multiple plane layers can be analyzed using this method.
